Programme and Project Management
Flomatik uses proven Project Management Office (PMO) practices staffed
with highly experienced Programme and Project Managers. Our PMO
incorporates thorough, detailed, planning, organisation and management
of delivery projects, playing a critical role in producing consistent and
reliable results.
Project management is an essential component for all successful Flomatik
deployments and we assign Project Managers to all major Services endeavours, or
provide them as a standalone Service.
We define project management as the application of knowledge, skills, tools and
techniques to project activities in order to meet or exceed stakeholder needs and
expectations and this invariably involves balancing competing demands among:
•
•
•

Stakeholders with differing needs and expectations
Scope, Time, Cost and Quality
Needs and wants

Projects will generally possess the following characteristics:
•
•
•
•

Temporary and unique
Performed by people
Constrained by limited resources
Planned, executed and controlled

Examples of projects would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Developing or acquiring a new or modified IT/Telecomms system
Constructing physical plant, or building a facility
Developing a new product or service
Implementation of a new procedure or process
Effecting a change in structure, staffing or style of an organisation
Running a campaign

Application
The allocated Project Managers work alongside the client and technical project
resources to develop a detailed plan, assign resources, ensure objectives and roles are
clear, facilitate communications, and keep the project on track.
These steps are achieved using the principals and deliverables described in the
Methodology section below. More complicated deployments, or where customers are
undertaking many simultaneous deployments, may require a Programme Manager to
provide a comprehensive reporting and management structure across all projects. The
Programme Manager constructs a PMO that incorporates overall programme
objectives, provides structure for the project teams, and ensures the quality and
consistency of deliverables and results.
The table below outlines the key differences between the two roles.
Table 1
Programme Level

Project Level

Management
Objective

Solution delivery against
client's strategic goals

Solution delivery against
client's objectives, to Spec,
Quality, Cost and Time

Primary
Management
Process

Define the projects and
priorities within the programme

Execute the project

Focus

The big picture and achieving
client strategic goals

Hands-on day-to-day project
execution to realise client
objectives

Timeframe

Long-term

Transitory

Decision
Context

The best interest of the
programme; Decisions made on
the programme level impacting
projects

The best interests of the
project; Decisions made at the
project level impacting tasks
and activities

Methodology
Flomatik leverages programme and project approaches based largely on the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) principles, as underwritten by the Project
Management Institute (PMI). It is comprised of the following key elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The programme management activities used to strategise and prioritise the
projects within a programme initiative
The project management activities used to plan, control, and react to day-to-day
situations
The plans describing the work to be performed and how the project will operate
The procedures that ensure that key tasks are carried out in a systematic and
visible manor
The records used to control status and events
The resources and tools that support the day-to-day activities of project
management professionals

Our approach integrates of all these elements. Quality project management must
reconcile two critical aspects of projects: aggressive time-to-market delivery and
delivering the expected quality. To achieve timely, reliable delivery, the methodology
must allow for and mitigate unforeseen problems and risks at both the programme and
project levels. Our methodology integrates the nine knowledge areas of
project management 1 with a standardised framework of project templates
and tools. The project toolset given in Table 2 offers clients enterprise-level
consistency across the projects and within the programmes.

1

A guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge, Newton Square PA (PMI, 2004)

Table 2
Project Management Knowledge Area

Flomatik Project Toolset

Programme, Project and Technical
Delivery Management are essential in
managing programme and projects covering all
aspects from inception to delivery

Programme templates - programme specific and
customised for the client based on the PRINCE II and
MSP project frameworks
Project templates - project specific and customised
for the client based on the PRINCE II templates
PM System templates - Programme and Project
specific for tracking and reporting

Scope Management includes the initial
identification of project objectives,
requirements and deliverables at high-level and
at task level. It also includes formal acceptance
of the initial scope as well as a documented
process for assessing and managing the
impact of scope changes

Business case - a benefits case to scope and justify
the project or programme
Statement of works - detailed statement and
scope of the works to be completed
Project plan - a plan outlining the tasks,
dependencies, resources and dates
Method statement - statement outlining how the
works will be implemented, identifying key interfaces
and assigning responsibilities
Project acceptance report - statement of
acceptance criteria (may be within SOW) and process
of acceptance, including 'lessons learned'
Change control - statement and process of
changing scope

Time Management includes schedule
development identifying the activities/tasks,
sequencing, duration estimating, and
dependencies. It also includes controlling
changes to the project schedule

Statement of works - key milestones and external
/ client dependencies
Microsoft project plan - detailed schedule
Programme tracker - tracks project schedule and
status

Cost Management includes determining
what resources (labour, material, etc.) are
required in developing a cost estimate for the
project and managing the actual costs against
budget/estimated costs

PM System reports - provides accurate actual
costs, expenses, with billing rules, etc.

Quality Management includes the
identification of standards by which the project
will be measured, evaluating the project to
ensure quality is being delivered and
monitoring results

QA report - quality status provided against agreed
'data points' with issue resolution and mitigation
planning

Human Resources Management includes
the identification, documentation and
assignment of project roles and responsibilities
as well as the process of procuring and
assigning staff

Statement of Works - project plan, team, approvals
and escalations
Method statement - defines roles and
responsibilities, team structures and task allocation
within a project or programme. Identifies any Technical
Documents required by the project

Communications Management covers the
planning, distribution and reporting of
information to the project team, executive
committees/governance groups and other
stakeholders

Method statement - project plan, communications
plan (what, where, who, how, when, etc)
Meeting minutes - summary of meeting discussions
Tracking log - Actions, Issues, Risks (AIR) log, with
contact details, etc.
Dashboard status reports - providing a
programme view of project status (RAG)
Handover and Acceptance - information on the
completed project for supply to 'in-life' support groups

Risk Management encompasses the
identification of risks, analysis (potential
impact and probability), mitigation,
contingency planning and a process for
monitoring known risks

Statement of Works - outlines the main projects
risks and dependencies
Tracking log - Actions, Issues, Risks (AIR) log, with
contact details, etc.
Risk report - specific report created for projects
following detailed analysis, audits, etc.

Procurement Management includes
resource identification, solicitation, selection
and contract administration

Statement of Works - description of products and
services to be supplied under contract or as part of a
project
PM System templates – commercial rules and
process of supplier and subcontractor payment

In addition to PMBOK® knowledge areas, our methodology and tool sets leverage
PRINCE II ® and Total Quality Management® concepts, where the Project Manager
drives the project schedule to meet customer’s quality and timeline expectations. We
also leverage concurrent engineering principles whereby project tasks are being
performed in parallel (rather than in a series) to control the total project timeline while
monitoring the critical path.
Programme Managers are assigned where the client has a programme of works that
entails multiple projects sharing the same common business aims. This provides
comprehensive management and reporting within this multifaceted environment.

Practical Application
Below demonstrates how our Project Management Methodology is applied in a typical
technology deployment timeline from project kick-off to business-as-usual operations.
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The Professionals
The Flomatik team of Programme and Project Managers are highly experienced
professionals; many are members of the Project Management Institute (PMI) and are
certified PRINCE II / MSP Practitioners, or have higher education in project
management. They are also technically competent, highly versed in the industry and
bring the relevant external experience. It is usual for a Flomatik Project Manager to
possess over 10 years of domain experience in major project delivery.
Our programme and project management professionals also offer immediate,
unfettered access to all other Flomatik professionals at all levels. To properly and
quickly assess and resolve issues and risks, or to accurately plan a programme or
project, a Programme or Project Manager may require access to technical experts, such
as 3rd party suppliers. Our professionals know who to contact and how best to quickly
obtain critical information.
We continue to strive for improvements seeking feedback from our customers upon
each programme and project completion in lessons learned and follow-up surveys. This
allows us understand the areas in which we excel and most importantly, to identify
areas for improvement of the methodology, ensuring customer satisfaction levels
remain high. Such surveys have elicited extremely positive client feedback in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Knowledge and experience of Professional Services staff
Quality of workmanship and deliverables
Project communication
Proactive mitigation of risks
Project issues follow-up and resolution
Ability to complete work in agreed timeframes
Satisfaction with the project management services

We’ve also received emphatic and positive feedback from many clients in the form of
testimonials, including the following from clients who have utilised both our technical
and project / programme management services.

About Flomatik
Flomatik is an industry recognised and results-driven Network Services company and
works with clients who are under pressure to deliver extraordinary technological and
operational change; clients that value a partner that can respond quickly and achieve
optimal results.
The company provides its clients with right-sized solutions for each project, from key
personnel, to whole teams, turnkey services and through to full functional outsourcing.
Complex projects are delivered by developing shared understanding to generate
efficient and effective solutions that reduce project complexity and uncertainty, saving
clients both time and money.
At our heart lies a passion for quality and success, embodied by a team of outstanding
and committed specialists. The organisation blends the experience and wisdom of
long-standing professionals, with the hunger and excitement of new talent.

Visit www.flomatik.co.uk today

